
In late 1950s Ontario, eight year-old 
Saul Indian Horse is torn from his  
Ojibway family and committed to  
one of Canada’s notorious Catholic 
residential schools.
Denied the freedom to speak his language or 
embrace his indigenous heritage Saul witnesses all 
kinds of abuse at the hands of the very people who 
were entrusted with his care. Despite this, Saul finds 
comfort and fascination in the unlikeliest of places 
and favourite Canadian pastimes — hockey. 

His talent leads him away from the misery of the 
school to a Northern Ontario native 
league and eventually the pros. But 
the ghosts of Saul’s past will always 

haunt him. 

Indian Horse in Schools
Richard Wagamese’ award-winning 
novel Indian Horse is being taught in 
thousands of Canadian classrooms, 
with over 65,000 copies of the book 
in circulation. In Spring 2018 the story 
of Saul Indian Horse will be coming to 
theatres near you!

 

Indian Horse tells an important story that Canadians 
need to hear, and which fits in with curriculum the 
current government has mandated for educational 
institutions in this country by adopting the 
recommendations of the Truth and Reconciliation 

Commission (TRC). 

Empathy, understanding, compassion.
For First Nations, Métis and Inuit people in Canada 
this story is both deeply familiar and current. The 
book and the film provide an opportunity for 
educators to enact the TRC recommendation to 
engage with students who may be learning this 
history for the first time.

The book and the film taught 
together will be a powerful  
tool for transformation.
Through this project, our hope is to 
build understanding in non-Indigenous 
Canadians about why things look the way 
they do for Indigenous Peoples today. 
The educational component being 
created in tandem with this film launch 
will provide much needed resources 
to discuss this history in a safe and 
culturally relevant way.

We are calling on Educators to  
join us to launch the film.
www.indianhorse.ca/en/education



COMING TO THEATRES THIS SPRING 
This film is based on the novel Indian Horse by Richard Wagamese,  

currently taught in high schools across the country.  

Contact us if to get involved with the Educational launch of this important film.

www.IndianHorse.ca

A Screen Siren Pictures/Terminal City Pictures/Devonshire Productions Film • Directed by Stephen Campanelli • Screenplay by Dennis Foon
E L E V A T I O N  P I C T U R E S  P R E S E N T S

Based On The Award-Winning Novel Indian Horse by RICHARD WAGAMESE
Produced by Christine Haebler, Trish Dolman, and Paula Devonshire

Starring  (with residences) Sladen Peltier (Ottawa), Forrest Goodluck (Albuquerque, New Mexico), Aj Kapashesit (Minneapolis, Minnesota)

with Michael Murphy  (Cape Elizabeth, Maine & Toronto) and Michiel Huisman as Father Gaston (New York City)

Martin Donovan (Vancouver), Edna Manitowabi (Wikwmikong, Ontario), Michael Lawrenchuk (Gillam, Manitoba), 

Will Strongheart (East Norwich, New York), Irene Poole (Stratford, Ontario)

Director of Photography Yves Belanger • Editors Geoff Ashenhurst and Jamie Alain • Music by Jesse Zubot
Run time: 110 minutes •  Rating: Not Yet Rated


